DEVELOP TOP TALENT WITH FASTTRACK

FASTTRACK creates qualified candidates by helping students rapidly develop the skills they need to gain in-demand skills that employers require.

FASTTRACK offers students an opportunity to demonstrate high-demand skills before they enter the job market through interaction with employers.

FASTTRACK students receive skills training, project-based experience, industry credentials, and interaction with employers.

FASTTRACK gives employers a chance to identify talent in action and interact with students while solving real challenges.

3-PART PROGRAMMING

1. LEARNING CURRICULUM
   - Students learn skills for a specific role through a self-paced curriculum.

2. PROJECT DELIVERABLES
   - Students work on an employer-posed project and deliverable.
   - Students work in small teams with employer mentoring.
   - Each project culminates in a final presentation.

3. EXPERT FEEDBACK
   - Sponsors mentor project team throughout the program and attend final presentations to provide feedback.

SPONSORSHIP TIERS

EXCLUSIVE SPONSOR BENEFITS

- Brand a FASTTRACK with your organization’s name
- Network and provide feedback to students during kickoff event and presentation
- Customized curriculum and selection of student project with industry-specific add-ons
- Gain exclusive rights to a student application package

NETWORKING SPONSOR BENEFITS

- Network with and provide feedback to students during kickoff event and final project presentations
- Multiple sponsors focused on one functional skill
- A collaborative session for multiple sponsors

For more information about sponsorship prices Louise Till at louisetill@arizona.edu

CONTACT
louisetill@arizona.edu
career.arizona.edu/channels/functional-skills